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ABSTRACT
Distance labelings – introduced as a new way to encode
graph topology in a distributed fashion – have been an ac-
tive area of research (see [1, 2] for details). In both exact
and approximate settings, results in distance labelings and
compact routing (for an introduction, esp. for definitions
of routing tables and headers, see [3]) seem to go hand
in hand, but so far these results have been produced sep-
arately. It was already known that graphs with constant-
sized separators such as trees, outerplanar graphs, series-
parallel graphs and graphs of bounded treewidth, support
both exact distance labelings and optimal (additive stretch
0, multiplicative stretch 1) compact routing schemes, but
there are classes of graphs known to admit exact distance
labelings which do not have constant-sized separators. Our
main result is to demonstrate that every n-vertex graph
which supports an exact distance labeling with O(l(n))-
sized labels also supports a compact routing scheme with
O(l(n) + log2 n)-sized headers, O(

√
n(l(n) + log2 n))-sized

routing tables, and an additive stretch of 6. Our general re-
sult produces the first known compact routing schemes for
classes of graphs where no previous compact routing scheme
was known, such as permutation graphs.

We note that it is possible to improve substantially on our
general result for the classes of interval graphs and circular
arc graphs (neither of which admits constant-sized separa-
tors). In both cases, a compact routing scheme exists with
polylogarithmic headers and routing tables, and an additive
stretch of 1; due to space constraints, we defer further dis-
cussion of these cases to future presentations of this work.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: G.2.2 [Graph The-
ory]: graph algorithms, network problems

General Terms: Algorithms.

Keywords: Compact routing.

1. GENERAL RESULT
The input to all of our algorithms is a network modeled as

an n-vertex graph G, where each vertex v has been assigned
a unique log n-bit ID. A compact routing algorithm which
guarantees that for all pairs v, w, the route Pvw taken by the
algorithm satisfies |Pvw| ≤ k · d(v, w), is said to have mul-
tiplicative stretch k; one which provides the (stronger)
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guarantee that |Pvw| ≤ d(v, w) + k is said to have additive
stretch k.

Assume first that G supports an exact distance labeling
with O(l(n))-sized labels, and that the maximum degree of
any vertex is O(

√
n). For each v, store v’s distance label

and the labels of all of v’s neighbors in v’s routing table, and
store only v’s distance label in v’s header. Optimal routing
from v to w in this case is easy: search v’s routing table
for the label of some neighbor x of v for which d(v, w) =
d(v, x)+ d(x, w), using the distance labels to compute these
values, then route along (v, x), repeating until w is reached.
Headers are of size O(l(n)); since the maximum degree of
G is O(

√
n), routing tables are of size O(

√
n · l(n)); and

this algorithm guarantees multiplicative stretch 1 (additive
stretch 0), since we always route along shortest paths in G.

We generalize this idea to all graphs which support exact
distance labelings (regardless of maximum degree) by com-
bining it with the optimal-stretch compact routing scheme
for trees given in [3]. We identify a set of landmarks con-
taining at most

√
n vertices, all of degree ≥ √

n, and a set
of shortest-path trees rooted at each landmark. Beginning
at v, until a vertex of degree ≥ √

n is encountered, we route
as above. When such a vertex is encountered, we route to
the closest landmark i, and then along the shortest-path
tree rooted at i to w. Details of the construction of the
landmark set and the distribution of storage of tree-routing
information for each shortest-path tree have been omitted
due to space constraints, but taken together, the artifacts of
our construction incur a worst-case additive stretch of 6.
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